
 

 
 
22 February 2003 
 
 
electricity.group@accc.gov.au 
 
 
 
 
Dear Electricity Group 
 
Re: Code Change Proposal to extend reserve trader sunset 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the code change proposal submitted 
by NECA on behalf of the reliability panel.  Please find those comments enclosed. 
 
TXU believes this extension is a major departure from the initially intended 
transitional nature of the reserve trader mechanism and does not believe 
sufficiently rigorous analysis of its broad implications have been performed to 
justify the extension.    
 
I would welcome any questions on (03) 8628 1280. 
 
Yours sincerely  
 
 
 
Ben Skinner  
NEM Policy Manager 
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Summary 
This is code change of greater significance than the limited material supplied by the applicant to the 
commission implies.  An extension of the arrangements without thorough debate implies the applicant 
considers the reserve trader mechanism as effectively permanent and that the burden of proof lies with 
those arguing for its removal rather than its retention.  Yet the transitional nature of the reserve trader 
arrangements was a critical factor in the commission’s decision to authorise it.  TXU therefore 
submits that a sufficient case has not been made in the evidence before the commission for it to 
contemplate such an alteration to previous commitments. 
NEM reliability has been adequate to date. There is no urgent case for a safety net, or for interim or 
conditional authorisation of this extension. 
Although the reserve trader mechanism is thoughtfully designed so that it does not distort real-time 
spot prices, in TXU’s observation the presence of the safety net creates subtle, but equally damaging, 
distortions in the regulatory framework.  These include  
• The level of the wholesale price cap; 
• Inefficient over-estimation of reliability benefits in regulatory test calculations; and 
• Failures to rigorously consider what are the true, minimum acceptable reserve standards for the 

NEM. 
The reserve trader creates an unmanageable risk for market customers regarding the timing or 
magnitude of reserve trader contributions. The reserve contracting mechanism puts NEMMCO in a 
position of weak bargaining power and may force their purchase of reserve at prices well beyond its 
true economic value. 
If the commission concurs with the applicant that a reliability safety net is required, then in TXU’s 
view that reserve can be more competitively procured through very long-term permanent 
arrangements from dedicated reserve. 

Burden of Proof 
The commission in its original code authorisation approved the reserve trader arrangements and 
subsequent amendments with pointed concerns as noted in determinations. These arose from its 
potentially distortionary effects and that its inclusion could be noted as a reluctance to deal with 
barriers to efficient investment.  The commission’s concerns were tempered however by the clearly 
transitional nature of the mechanism. 
Implicit in those determinations was that, if at a future time an extension were to be contemplated, a 
compelling de novo case would be required.  Instead this application appears to presume that 
continuity was always expected, and that the burden of proof lies with enforcement of the original 
finite lifetime.   
Such a compelling case would require clear evidence that reserve trader  
• is essential for safeguarding reliability, and, upon demonstrating that, 
• there are no better mechanisms with which to procure reserve.   
The 2002 NECA capacity mechanisms options paper explored, to a limited depth, the potential for 
alternatives to an energy-only market plus reserve trader.  It did not explore the first question, as to 
whether an energy-only market could operate without any capacity mechanism or safety net.   
Submissions to the paper argued against deviating further from the energy-only model. The 
conclusion stated simply, and correctly, there was no broad support for a more intrusive capacity 
mechanism.  Interested parties were not asked, nor did they respond to, the concept of an energy-only 
market without safety net.   
TXU submits that a case regarding the necessity of this extension is yet to be made. 
Should the commission agree that an evidentiary burden lies with the applicant, then the current 
application can be set aside until a thorough review provides this.  There is no immediate prospect of 
reserve shortage and thus no urgency for an interim or conditional authorisation to this extension.   
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Reliability performance 
TXU concurs with the reliability panel that the NEM’s reliability has been more than adequate for a 
first-world power system and that there is much evidence of on-going efficient investment in 
generation and investment in transmission (of varied efficiency).  It is fair to say this overall level of 
investment matches what the code’s designers hoped for.  Of course, without the benefit of history, 
they were uncertain that the NEM would deliver it, and installed a reliability safety net. 
After four years of experience, the reserve trader is yet to operate.  In late 2002 it was contemplated to 
for Vic/SA in February 2003 but was on the verge of failure due to a shortage of offers.  Most 
observers, including NEMMCO, concur that the reserve “shortfall” that triggered it was never 
particularly serious, being driven by a conservative deterministic criterion above an extremely high 
demand forecast.  Despite a hot summer, the combined (record) Victorian plus South Australian 
demand peaked 1400MW below the forecast.  Reserves would have been more than adequate in any 
reasonable scenario. 
In the four years since market start, NEMMCO has only had to shed load during one transient 
transmission event and two industrial disruptions.  Such events cannot be averted by a reserve trader 
nor any capacity mechanism. 
Probabalistic studies, such as those provided by MMA to the reliability panel1, forecast extremely 
small amounts of expected unserved energy in the medium term outlook with committed investments-
well below the 0.002% unserved energy (or 10.5 minutes per annum average interruption) that is 
considered acceptable by the panel. 
We are not faced with a crisis of unreliability in any jurisdiction in the next two or three years.  There 
is no urgency to maintain the reserve trader.  Investments will however be required subsequent to that.  
Any indirect damage the reserve trader’s extensions may create upon the environment for decisions 
taken now about those long-term investments would therefore be very damaging, and the reserve 
trader’s extension may inadvertently be causing more harm than good to reliability. 

Distortions 
Wholesale Price Cap 
The commission’s decision to authorise a $10,000/MWh wholesale price cap in 20002 was noted as a 
trade-off between market efficiency and financial risk in participating in trade3.  An important 
argument towards a higher cap is its impact upon reliability.  Should a low price cap force blackouts, 
then there will be loss to the community (assuming the true cost of uncontrolled interruption is much 
higher than $10,000/MWh) and serious loss of political confidence in the NEM.  However this 
important argument is blunted by the mere presence of the reserve trader.   

“With respect to the issue of the ‘VoLL’ wholesale market price cap as an indicator of the 
value of customer reliability that should be applied in transmission investment decision 
analysis, VENCorp recognises that risk management and other considerations may well, in 
practice, lead to the adoption of a value of VoLL for the wholesale market that is below the 
consumers’ true value of reliability.  Any supply reliability issues arising as a result of the 
attenuation of the market price cap can be managed in the wholesale market through the 
occasional deployment of the ‘reliability safety net’ arrangements i.e. Reserve Trader 
Mechanism.”4 

Regulators have been prepared to overlook the issue of reliability in seeking a fully efficient 
investment signal due to the presence of the reliability safety net.  A low price cap, even when 
combined with a safety net, results in an inefficient investment climate.  The sharpness of the capacity 

                                                 
1 MMA report into intervention trigger levels. Reliability Panel September 2002 (NECA website) 
2 The applicant requested $20,000/MWh but only $10,000/MWh was imposed as a condition of authorisation. 
3 TXU would however argue that firms’ risk appetites are fixed, and pursue fluid trading strategies around the 
price cap rather than vice versa.  Thus the price cap does not increase overall financial risk, but rather the 
exposure firms are prepared to risk without access to physical supply. 
4 “The Value of Unserved Energy used by VENCorp for Electricity Transmission Planning” VENCorp Jan 
2003. 
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signal is blunted-VoLL is lower, but tends to be applied for longer.  This leads toward an imperfect 
investment response-it encourages an investment response with a relatively lower short-run cost (and 
therefore higher capacity cost) than would otherwise be the case, for example peaking generation and 
transmission rather than demand-side interruption. 
The customer then pays a higher total cost of electricity, both because of a less optimal supply side, 
and further to support reserve plant through a reserve trader. 
Regulatory Test 
The presence of the reserve trader biases the regulatory test in favour of regulated transmission over 
merchant assets in two ways:  
• By creating a regulatory environment that is prepared to accept a lower VoLL in the wholesale 

market, the second leg of the test will inefficiently favour regulated networks if a realistic value 
of customer reliability is used for it.5 

• The proponent can describe the deferral of the cost of reserve trading as a market benefit of 
investment-a benefit that would not arise in the absence of the reserve trader. 

The latter case challenges the “non-distortionary” design of the current reserve trader.  Whilst it does 
not suppress spot market price when operating-and therefore the merchant investment signal-its 
expected costs can nevertheless be taken into account when assessing regulated investment that 
clearly competes with merchant investment.  Indeed the savings accruing from reduced reserve 
trading provided as much as 80% of the benefits of new interconnectors assessed by the inter-regional 
planning committee.  Approvals by the IRPC have had demonstrated impacts upon the investment 
climate for merchant options. 
Had the reserve trader not been in place, the IRPC’s estimate of reliability benefits would have only 
accrued from the cost of the expected unserved energy avoided-an accurate estimate of dead-weight 
loss of load-shedding. 
Knowledge of the effect upon the test in turn challenges the independence of the process of 
determining the trigger levels for reserve trading.  The more conservative the trigger, the larger the 
reliability benefit.  TXU submits the current trigger levels used by NEMMCO (largest unit above 
10% P.O.E. demand without inter-regional sharing) are excessively conservative6.  Efforts to apply a 
level that more accurately and scientifically reflects the community’s expectations have met 
resistance. 

Unpredictable Costs to Market Customers 
The reserve trader mechanism requires NEMMCO to invite tenders for discrete future periods when 
they appear in the PASA forecasts as falling any amount below their intervention trigger levels.  The 
offers must come from sources presently unexplored by the energy market, and can be operated with 
some flexibility and certainty by NEMMCO.  There is no upper bound to the price NEMMCO will 
pay.  NEMMCO is obliged to accept offers at prices that could be well above the value it provides. 
Whilst some demand-side options may be facilitated by the process, the only large, truly flexible 
arrangements would come from some form of new or leased imported peaking generation plant.  To 
contract such plant for a period of a few weeks only is extremely expensive.  There is no competitive 
pressure upon reserve offers to tender any lower than the full capital cost recovery of peaking 
generation-even if contracted for only a few weeks’ service.  It might even be able to reclaim the 
same amount in successive years should the reserve trader is reactivated. 
The process is effectively a “panic buy” at any cost: an exceptionally uncompetitive way in which to 
obtain reserve. 
Its large costs are then smeared across market customers.  This creates problems for all retailers, both 
for those who must pass it on to unwary customers and for those who are limited by retail regulation 

                                                 
5 See “The Value of Unserved Energy used by VENCorp for Electricity Transmission Planning” VENCorp Jan 
2003. 
6 MMA report into intervention trigger levels. Reliability Panel September 2002 (NECA website) 
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to pass it on.  Its costs will accrue whether the plant was needed or not, and will be inefficiently 
applied upon energy usage without reference as to the creator of peak demand. 

Other Arrangements 
TXU is of the view that if a reliability safety net must be provided, then there is a cheaper and more 
predictable option: permanent reserve contracts.  If peaking plant and/or demand-side interruption is 
competitively contracted to a specified reserve margin-say largest unit-for a long duration, then it will 
be acquired for the cheapest possible price over time, with a predictable fee for market customers and 
predictable availability for reliability assurance.  We accept it would not be efficient per se, but we 
estimate its price, if smeared over energy consumption, at no higher than 60 cents per MWh, about 
one-hundredth the fee most customers pay for regulated networks.  We believe it would be less 
inefficient, less costly over time and more reliable than the current reserve trader design. 

Conclusion 
TXU does not concur that the applicant has made a sufficient case for automatic extension of the 
reserve trader.  TXU is aware of serious distortions indirectly caused by the presence of the reserve 
trader, and is concerned regarding its potentially large and unpredictable costs on market customers.  
There seems no pressing concern regarding reliability in the short to medium term, and therefore we 
suggest the commission set the application aside until the applicant presents a stronger case through a 
more thorough review of:  
• Whether there is evidence that reliability is a serious problem for the NEM in the short to medium 

term; 
• Whether the reserve trader creates unintentional distortions; and 
• Whether a reliability safety net can be implemented in a more cost-effective manner. 
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